TRICEPS Augmentation

Early experience with this procedure is producing positive results

Ilya Petrou, M.D.

"The triceps augmentation procedure is a natural extension of other already-established body-contouring augmentation techniques readily being used for biceps, deltoid, pectoral and buttoc augmentation. Patients can now realize the muscle mass that they desire in the triceps region with this very easy-to-perform implant procedure, adding a fullness and definition to the triceps region," says Nikolas V. Chugay, D.O., of the Chugay Cosmetic Surgery Medical Clinic, Long Beach, California.

INITIAL INDICATIONS implant augmentation procedures were originally designed for the aesthetic reconstruction of the underarm after trauma or cancer surgery or for the correction of genetic anatomic anomalies. The indication for body implants has
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Whether used to augment the muscle mass in the biceps, deltoids, pectoralis, buttocks or now even the triceps, body implants represent one approach that is gaining much popularity among both cosmetic surgeons and their patients.
Body implants for other anatomic sites have become well established in muscle contouring surgery, and though the triceps augmentation procedure is still in its infancy, Dr. Chugay says that the simplicity of the surgical procedure, its safety record and the immediate aesthetic results achieved will likely propel body implants to be the contouring cosmetic procedure of the future.